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VOLUNTEERS IN EMERGENCY RESPONSE

LES BÉNÉVOLES EN INTERVENTION D'URGENCE
Record Keeping Pain or Gain came as a result of a lively conversation with the Editorial group when trying to find the best ways of keeping information about our own volunteers. Keeping the essentials and discarding of duplication help to create a more efficient way of managing your human resource. It is often a difficult task of finding a system that works best for you.

We have been able to collect some fascinating tips and hints and hope that you are able to find some information that will assist you in your own record keeping.

Charlene Robson provides practical information on not only why we keep records but what should be in those records. She identifies the importance of keeping up-to-date with legislation. In ‘To Keep or Not to Keep’, Diane MacFarlane explores step by step the reasons for keeping accurate and current records. Mary T. Satterfield explains the importance of understanding the Privacy Act when starting to collect data for records.

The final articles in this edition highlight what to do with the information you collect and what software might be best for you. Kim Bierton and Rosa Venuta’s look at a Human Resources software package. Yvonne Harrison’s article ‘What Influences the Use and Effectiveness of Information and Communications Technology’, samples 462 volunteer programs to create a report on the use of ICT in today’s programs. We are also fortunate to have Susan and Dan Wagener talk about the role a software designer has in creating the best software for your specific task.

Peer Experts’ Diana Boudreault and Dawn Lasby provide excellent tips and tools for identifying what information to keep and where to store it.

The subjects are varied and the articles full of hints and useful information. It is our hope that we have helped demystify Record Keeping so that it will become a ‘gain’ for you.

Lynne Whitehead
Editorial Member
WHY KEEP RECORDS?
by Charlene Robson

There are three main reasons for keeping records; recognition, accountability and liability. The competency of an Administrator of Volunteer Resources (AVR) will be reflected in their record keeping. Any AVR should be able to step into another volunteer program and know who the volunteers are, where they volunteer and have the ability to answer basic questions such as how many hours a volunteer has contributed and when the volunteer started. A good set of records should also allow for some measurement of the programs' success and indicate opportunities for improvement.

Recognition is not simply the ability to know whom to thank during the annual volunteer appreciation event. Recognition is also being able to access information on where volunteers contribute their hours, how to reach them in order to thank them and knowing them sufficiently to provide a reference for a job or school entrance forms. Basic forms that all AVRs should keep for each volunteer include:
- application form;
- confidentiality agreement;
- interview form;
- time sheet;
- job description;
- training and recognition records;
- evaluation form;
- incident reports; and
- discharge form or exit interview.

Some other forms to consider would be a consent form for reference checks, criminal record search, copies of reference letters or resumes.

The application form should include the following basic information:
- first and last name;
- address;
- contact phone numbers;
- e-mail;
- emergency contact;
- references;
- signature for permission to contact references; and
- disclosure statements required by the Privacy Act.

The interview form is a tool to establish that you have selected the appropriate volunteer for your organization. If called upon, the interview form could be the proof that all volunteers were interviewed and screened in the same manner. The form will also be an indication that volunteers are protected from discrimination, as decisions were made from a set of standard questions that reflected the needs of the volunteer program. Even after records are discarded, having an established policy for interviews and a standard form will prove that volunteers were properly screened.

If a volunteer program does not have a computer sign-in to track volunteer hours, it is strongly encouraged that volunteers have an individual sign-in sheet. This can be a sheet that people mail in to the office or sign-in on site. The time sheet should include:
- time started;
- time ended;
- task; and
- initials.

The time sheet serves as an indisputable record of their volunteer hours. The hour record is also recognition that administrators appreciate the volunteer's hours and helps to confirm hours for employment or school applications. Hours are also ways to measure the volume of volunteer service that your organization provides.

Role descriptions set the perimeters for volunteers and demonstrate to insurers and unions that a volunteer's role is safe and does not threaten jobs of paid staff. The role description also recognizes that volunteers need to know their role in order to perform appropriately, understand their limitations and how to succeed. The role description should include:
- position title;
- objectives;
- responsibilities / expectations;
- qualifications;
- training;
- benefits; and
- role of supervisors.

Evaluation forms on individual volunteers are important to provide feedback to volunteers, recognizing the importance of the service that they provide. The forms can also serve to help evaluate current volunteer programs and add to or adjust the role of volunteers. They are also a reference for calls or letters from employers and schools. The evaluation could include asking staff/clients:
- Was the volunteer dependable?
- Considering the role and the role description of the volunteer, how successful was the volunteer in fulfilling his/her role?
- What skills could the volunteer develop to be more successful?

Liability and accountability should be a concern of all AVRs. Linda Graff in her book, Beyond Police Checks: The Definitive Volunteer and Employee Screening Guide Book, echoes this statement by stating that the paper trail and informative documentation should provide a "solid basis from which a defense can be..."
launched in response to any legal action, " (Graff,1999: 38). Best practices in volunteer management with regard to record keeping should be maintained. Standards of practice have been developed by many organizations such as the Administrators of Volunteer Resources of British Columbia. Their standards can be viewed at www.avrbc.org. The Canadian Administrators of Volunteer Resources and the Canadian Code for Volunteer Involvement advocate for similar standards. All record keeping standards require compliance with the Human Rights Codes, Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and the Employee Standards Acts.

The Codes and Acts set limitations regarding which records one should keep and collect. Information that violates the Codes and Acts should not be collected. A necessity-test can help sort out what information should be collected to reduce the risk to a program. When thinking about a form or questions, ask:
1. Is this information necessary?
2. Why is it necessary?
It may be helpful to document the necessity-test information, in the event that justification of decisions is required at a later date.

When deciding how long to keep records, ask Human Resources staff how long they keep employee records. Volunteer records should be kept the same length of time as employee records. In each Province, the Employee Standards Act legislates the minimum length of time for records to be stored. The minimum standard for British Columbia, is three years but many organizations exceed the minimum standard.

Be vigilant; follow legislation and standards of practice to demonstrate commitment to volunteers and the organization. Good record keeping enhances volunteer satisfaction, improves the volunteer program and reduces the risk of liability. Local Volunteer Centre libraries, Volunteer Canada and the Canadian Centre for Philanthropy websites provide resources and links. Conferences and local workshops can also assist in keeping one up-to-date on the changing legislation and best practices in the field of volunteer management.

**Works Consulted**

**TO KEEP OR NOT TO KEEP:**
**Best Practices in Record Keeping**
by Diane A. MacFarlane

Record keeping and reporting in volunteer management has evolved from basic data collection on recipe cards to the use of comprehensive information databases. How we collect, use and store information is influenced by changes in the field of volunteer administration, including the development of professional standards, responding to the need for greater organizational fiscal accountability, and utilizing quality assurance data for outcome measurement. Information management also influences our ability to comply with government legislation. With the recent introduction of Canada’s Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA) and existing Provincial privacy laws, volunteer management professionals nationwide are reviewing their record keeping practices and redefining organizational standards for information management.

**What is “record keeping”?**
Record keeping refers to the entire range of functions involved in creating and managing volunteer records throughout their life cycle. According to the Province of Manitoba Archives record keeping includes:
1. Creating/capturing adequate records - What information do I need from an application form to match the needs of my organization with those of volunteers? Remember: Do not collect information you do not need.
2. Maintaining records in trustworthy record-keeping systems for defined retention periods - Are records kept in a secure locked place?
3. Controlling access according to defined rules - Are passwords assigned to your volunteer management database? Who has access to the information?
4. Disposing of records that are no longer needed, according to formal retention and disposition rules -Do you have a policy on the retention and disposition of volunteer files?
5. Maintaining and providing information about records holdings - Do you have a policy on the retention and disposition of volunteer files?
Under the new laws, are you aware of what you need to keep?
6. Documenting record-keeping practices and actions - Do you have established policy and procedures for what information goes into a volunteer's record?

Why keep records?
Records contain information that is necessary for the day-to-day work of managing volunteers. The primary purpose of the information is to match the needs of the organization with the skills and interests of volunteers. A secondary purpose is to provide reliable evidence of, and information about, "who, what, when, and why" something happened.

The requirement to keep certain records is clearly defined by law, regulation or professional practice. Record-keeping is a matter of policy and good business practice, developed over time and "built into" work processes, to ensure that the organization can comply with national standards of practice and government regulations; produce evidence to avoid dispute or protect against legal liability; draw on evidence of past events to make informed decisions for the present and future; and account for its actions and decisions when required to do so.

Legislation and Record-Keeping
Each province or territory has its own legislation that affects privacy and human rights issues. In Manitoba the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FIPPA) and the Manitoba Human Rights Act has affected what information we keep and how that information is managed. The new Federal Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA) may also affect some organizations' record keeping policies. Under the new Act, everyone has a new right - each person has the right to dictate how personal information is collected, used and disclosed. Quebec is the only province where provincial legislation must be complied with rather than PIPEDA. In the other provinces with provincial privacy legislation, organizations have to comply with both the provincial and federal legislation. PIPEDA has greater implications than simply confidentiality. A good business practice is to check with your legal counsel as to whether and how PIPEDA may affect your organization. Nevertheless, good record-keeping practices should be 'built into' work processes to ensure compliance with professional, provincial and federal standards and regulations.

Based upon the Canadian Standards Association (CSA) Model Code for the Protection of Personal Information, the Statutory Code of Practice under the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA) has ten guiding principles for managing information. How do these effect volunteer management?

1. Accountability - A public body is responsible for personal information under its control. Organizations responsible for personal information under their control must designate an individual(s) to be accountable for compliance (Privacy Officer) and must implement complaint policies and procedures. As your organization's designate, you are accountable for compliance with these principles.
2. Identifying purposes - The purpose for which personal information is collected shall be identified by the public body before the information is collected. Establish policies and procedures for the collection of information. Review volunteer application forms with your local Human Rights Commission.
3. Consent - The consent of the individual is required except where exempted by law for the collection, use, or disclosure of personal information, except where inappropriate. Review application forms for written consent to contact references and following up on information disclosed. Your application form, website and anywhere you collect information has to have a statement that indicates how you will use the information collected, to whom you will disclose it, and give an 'opt-out' option.
4. Limiting collection - The collection of personal information shall be limited to that which is necessary for the purposes identified by the public body. Information shall be collected by fair and lawful means. Only an individual's name, title or business address or telephone number (business contact information) is not regulated by PIPEDA. Review Human Rights Code for what is lawful and unlawful to collect.
5. Limiting use, disclosure and retention - Personal information shall not be used or disclosed for purposes other than those for which it was collected, except with the consent of the individual or as required or expressly authorized by law. Personal information shall be retained only as long as necessary for the fulfillment of those purposes. Review who has access to volunteer information and establish policies for the retention and disposition of volunteer records.
6. Accuracy - Personal information shall be as accurate, complete and up-to-date as is necessary for the purposes for which it is to be used. Establish policies and procedures for detailing documentation of information on record.
7. Safeguards - safeguards appropriate to the sensitivity of the information shall protect personal information. Determine the specific information that is sensitive to your organization and the appropriate manner for safeguarding the information. Establish policies and procedures for volunteer performance and conduct and the documentation of such records.
8. Openness - A public body shall make readily available to individuals specific information about its policies and practices relating to the management of personal information. Establish policies and procedures for all aspects of
volunteer management, and include key ones in the volunteer's handbook as well brochures, website and any other program materials, making the information available to all volunteers and staff.

9. **Individual access** - Upon request, an individual shall be informed of the existence, use and disclosure of his or her personal information and shall be given access to that information, except where inappropriate. An individual shall be able to challenge the accuracy and completeness of the information and have it amended as appropriate. Always create records assuming someone will ask to see them. Keep only the final version of your notes. E-mail messages are records; manage them like any other record. Respond to the request as quickly as possible and no later than 30 days after receipt of the request.

10. **Challenging compliance** - An individual shall be able to address a challenge concerning compliance with the above principles to the individual or individuals accountable for the public body's compliance. An organization has to prove their compliance! Under PIPEDA, an employee or volunteer could bring forward a complaint that the Act is not being followed and know this information is safe as PIPEDA has 'whistleblower protection'. Ensure you are familiar with all policies, and that all volunteers and staff receive training on the legislation and your organization's policies and practices to ensure consistency. Remember: Don't write it down unless you are prepared to have it read.

**Keeping and managing records - What's in it for you and your organization?**

Besides complying with provincial and federal legislation, Simon Fraser University suggests there are many reasons for keeping and managing good records. These reasons apply to any volunteer organization collecting and managing information.

1. **Access:**
   - Good record keeping makes it easy to locate, retrieve and produce records; poor record keeping leads to frustration and despair.

2. **Decision-making:**
   - Complete, accurate, authentic and reliable records support the administration of policy and consistent decision-making, planning, evaluation and reporting.
   - With poor records the original context in which policies, decisions and practices were undertaken is forgotten and the evidence that could be used to review and evaluate them disappears. This contributes to a "re-inventing the wheel" syndrome.
   - Poor record keeping increases the danger that current decisions may be based on out-of-date, inaccurate, and unreliable information.

3. **Continuity:**
   - Good records minimize loss of knowledge and ensure business continuity despite staff turnover. Former staff take their memories with them, and without records new staff are unable to fully understand past practices. Memories, moreover, are notoriously unreliable with the passage of time and you need good records to recall your actions and to make good decisions.

4. **Efficiency:**
   - Good record keeping increases administrative efficiency and promotes economical operations.
   - Poor record-keeping leads to the unnecessary retention of records long after their value has expired - making useful records difficult to find and taking up valuable office space. Staff time and resources are misspent in labour-intensive searches for records, which for all staff know, may or may not exist, may or may not even have been created.

5. **Accountability:**
   - Records are evidence of actions and decisions and provide the means by which people can be held accountable. A public body is responsible for personal information under its control (PIPEDA).

6. **Liability:**
   - Well-managed records enable an organization to defend its rights and minimize or eliminate legal liability. Organizations should ensure it has the evidence to defend itself in the event of disputes, and be able to accurately reconstruct past events.
   - Records retention and disposal schedules facilitate compliance with applicable statutes. The Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act for example, mandates both the public's right of access to information as well as the organization's obligation to protect privacy and sensitive information from unauthorized collection, access, use, disclosure, and retention.

7. **History:**
   - Well-kept records are more easily accessible and ensure a valuable historical accounting of volunteer information.

**Retention and Disposition of Volunteer Records**

There are no known national standards for the retention and disposition of records for volunteer management. Volunteer Services at the Health Sciences Centre in Winnipeg consulted with colleagues across Canada and took into consideration Human Resource guidelines to develop the following guidelines for the retention and disposition of records.

- All volunteers who complete an application form are registered and have an electronic and hard copy record.
• All volunteer applications (hard copy) that did not lead to placement or activation, shall be kept for a period of two years and be scheduled for destruction thereafter. Their electronic file is permanently archived after two years.

• Active volunteers leaving are made inactive and shall have their record (hard copy) kept for a period of seven years and then scheduled for destruction thereafter. Their electronic record is permanently archived after two years.

• All volunteer records scheduled for destruction shall be placed in confidential waste for destruction.

It should be noted that, if your volunteer's electronic records are located on the hard drive of your computer, and are being transferred to a new computer, professional assistance should be obtained to ensure that all information on the old computer has indeed been deleted.

Where To Begin?
Assess your organizational readiness for good record keeping. The time spent on assessing your record keeping for the "who, what, when, and why" will save staff time in the long run. Managing your volunteer information will assist you in coping with changing legislative requirements and trends in volunteer management.

• What information do you need to make day-to-day decisions in volunteer management? What reasons do you have for collecting personal information?
• Is all staff following the same procedures for volunteer management record keeping?
• Have you checked your volunteer application to ensure it meets the Human Rights Code in your Province?
• Do you have a volunteer records retention and disposal schedule?
• Do you have the Canadian Administrators of Volunteer Resources' Standards of Practice readily available?
• What security measures do you have in place to protect the personal information of your volunteers?
• Have you obtained an informed consent to collect your volunteer's personal information?
• Do you have a secure locked area or computer system with security systems and limited access to files? Do you have a system where individuals on a "need-to-know" basis access certain files only?
• Are your policies and procedures readily accessible to your volunteers?

In the Lawyers Weekly, Eve C. Munro and Rachel L. Blumenfeld of Miller Thomson LLP law firm, provide the following advice, "it may be prudent for charitable and not-for-profit organizations to implement the 10 fair information principles, which are appended to and form part of PIPEDA, to ensure donor and user satisfaction and protect themselves from public complaints*. The bottom line is that it is good business practice to keep good records.

- Simon Fraser University. http://www.sfu.ca/archives/what-is-RM.html
- Canadian Administrators of Volunteer Resources (CAVR) http://www.cavr.org

Diane A. MacFarlane is a Database/Network Analyst at Volunteer Services, Health Sciences Centre, Winnipeg, Manitoba

ITEMS OF INTEREST

Proof Positive is a step-by-step guide to designing the forms and organizing the data necessary to manage a volunteer program. The new edition provides advice to help organizations make the most of their computer software programs and/or choose the software that will best meet their needs.

The Human Resources Software Handbook by James G. Meade was printed in 2002 and is available through Jossey-Bass publishing. This book was written specifically for the Human Resources professional who is planning to purchase HR software. It also provides direction on how to determine what organizations would benefit from having HR software.

For information on the Employment Standards Act - Ontario, please call the Ministry of Labour's Employment Standards Information Centre at 416-326-7160 in Toronto, or toll-free in Ontario at 1-800-531-5551 or contact the ministry website at www.gov.on.ca/lab/mol/esmaile.htm
VOLUNTEERS AND RECORD KEEPING
by Mary T. Satterfield

There are certain legal issues that are of special importance to volunteers and their supervisors when it comes to record keeping. In this computerized age, it seems so easy to record a great deal of information. New forms and checklists are being developed almost daily to record almost everything. Therein lies the problem!

Most volunteers work in situations where there is some requirement to maintain privacy and confidentiality of information. Others work with people who are minors, or elderly, or suffer from some degree of disability. How then can confidentiality of information be maintained in the face of computers and proliferating information systems?

There is also the spectre of records having to be disclosed under court subpoena in a criminal, custody, child welfare or other proceeding. In that case, unless a lawyer can convince the court otherwise, they must be disclosed.

Finally, there is the Privacy Act. No simple, definitive answers exist but there are certain questions for managers of volunteer resources, from which their own guidelines can be developed.

1. How does the Privacy Act pertain in their particular service or agency?
2. What information is essential to volunteers in order to do their job?
3. Beyond identifying information, what else is needed or desirable?
4. Thereafter, what is recorded and why?
5. Is the form used appropriate?
6. How is information stored and safeguarded? Who has access to it?
7. Are volunteers supervised about privacy and confidentiality?
8. How long is information retained and why?
9. What is the policy about destruction of information?

Managers of volunteer resources would benefit enormously from consulting with their own legal advisors about record keeping in their own agencies or services. If the organization has a human resources department they should also be consulted to see if policies that pertain to paid staff could be applied to volunteers.

Mary Satterfield, Barrister and Solicitor, has a Master of Social Work degree, an LL.B. from Osgoode Hall Law School and extensive mediation and arbitration training. She is the co-author of: "Law for Social Workers: A Canadian Guide" and "Law for Volunteers: A Guide". She practices family and estates law in Toronto.

WHAT INFLUENCES THE USE AND EFFECTIVENESS OF INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY?
by Yvonne Harrison

This is the kind of question University of Victoria's School of Public Administration researchers Yvonne Harrison, Vic Murray and James MacGregor wanted to investigate when they assessed what kinds of factors (organizational, social-individual or technological) were associated with the use and perceived effectiveness of ICT applications in a wide sample of 462 diverse Canadian volunteer programs.

Their report, Beyond Anecdotes: The Impact of Information and Communications Technology (ICT) on the Management of Volunteer Programs in Canada, examines the relationship between these three broad sets of factors and the ICT choices of managers of volunteer resources (MVRs). They also examined managers' perceptions of the effectiveness of ICT in enhancing volunteering and volunteer programs.

A number of different ICT applications were examined, including e-mail, an online recruitment system (the Volunteer Opportunities Exchange-VOE) and organizational websites. Several measures of the effectiveness of ICT were employed, including the impact of ICT on volunteer recruitment; and the overall cost, productivity, efficiency, effectiveness and service quality of volunteer programs.

A summary of the results reveals that different types of factors were associated with different patterns of ICT use and effectiveness.

For patterns of ICT use:
• The greatest predictor of volunteer program website capability (level of "e-connectivity") was the amount of money volunteer programs had invested in ICT. The more money invested, the more "connectivity" volunteer program websites had.
• Higher levels of perceived stress in the job environment were associated with lower use of e-mail for organizational purposes.
• Managers, who spent more time using ICT in their work generally, were also more likely to have used e-mail to manage volunteers.
• MVRs who had positive attitudes toward ICT were much more likely to be early adopters of the VOE online system to recruit volunteers.
For ICT effectiveness:

- The greatest influence on the perceived effectiveness of ICT on the volunteer program was the amount of time managers spend using ICT in their work.
- For impacts specific to the use of the VOE online recruitment system, they found that attitudes or the expectation that the VOE was useful was the greatest predictor of its perceived effectiveness.

So, what does this research tell us about what MVRs should consider when thinking about the use and effectiveness of ICT applications in their work?

- Different types of factors at different levels of analysis influence different uses of ICT and effectiveness patterns.
- Focusing on the technology itself, or the immediate environment in which it is used, may be short sighted.
- Time and money are important predictors of different ICT use and effectiveness patterns.
- Successful implementation and use of ICT may require ongoing commitment and investment of resources.
- To be used effectively, ICT has to be seen to be useful or have "lived up" to attitudes and expectations.
- Job stress may interfere with technology use.

Overall, strategies that target these types of factors can be expected to have a positive influence on the use and effectiveness of ICT in enhancing volunteer programs.

To view a copy of this report, sponsored by the Canadian Centre for Philanthropy, please visit the “Information Resources and Tools” section of the Knowledge Development Network website at www.kdc-cdc.ca.

Yvonne Harrison is a PhD Candidate in the School of Public Administration at the University of Victoria where she has conducted two national research studies exploring the impacts of ICT on volunteering and the management of volunteer resources in Canadian nonprofit organizations. She is also actively involved in developing easy to use, low-cost interactive websites for individuals and groups who face technical and financial resource constraints (www.clubvpa.com).

Vic Murray is currently Adjunct Professor in the School of Public Administration at the University of Victoria. Until 1995, he was Director of the Voluntary Sector Management Program in the Schulich School of Business at York University, Toronto. Currently he is the Director of the Voluntary Sector Knowledge Network (www.vskn.ca), a web-based service providing information on a wide range of issues related to the management of nonprofit organizations.

PERSPECTIVE OF A SOFTWARE DESIGNER
by Susan and Dan Wagener

As the 21st Century gets underway, personal computer software for volunteer coordinators comes-of-age and a new breed of technology with exciting potential is on the horizon. These technologies can really help volunteer coordinators in many ways, not just with recordkeeping.

Besides the standard office productivity tools like Microsoft Office (which are a must for basic office work), software developed specifically for volunteer coordinators is now in wide use, helping with a variety of tasks. In addition to keeping track of who volunteers, these programs can perform more advanced functions like recruiting, application processing, scheduling, managing recognition and monitoring the completion of requirements such as health-screening.

Tracking volunteer service is one-way technology can have a big impact. Tools are now readily available for collecting volunteer service information on-site through touch-screen kiosks or on-line through the Internet. This means volunteers can sign-in and out when they arrive for duty or post their own service information from home over the Internet and have their service information go directly into a database. From here, your database can do the work. You can easily produce printed volunteer service reports, sort volunteer hours by service area, location, volunteer or volunteer category (such as adults or juniors). It is also easy to compute the value of volunteer service or make comparisons to the number of full-time workers it would have taken to produce the same results.

E-mail is another reason for using a volunteer database program. E-mail is a fast, inexpensive way to communicate and recruit. Keeping your volunteer e-mail addresses in your e-mail program (Outlook for example) is adequate, but it does not offer you an easy way to do targeted mailings. This is another way a good volunteer database program helps. Suppose you need to recruit volunteers for weekend openings in a particular service area. With a database, you can easily direct your e-mail to those who serve or are interested in that service area and who are known to be available weekends. By sending well-targeted e-mail you avoid overwhelming e-mail recipients with messages that to not concern them. Your messages carry greater importance.

Software for volunteer coordinators that you load onto your computer has been around for a while, but there is a new breed of service you should keep an eye on. These services that run over the Internet are designed specifically for volunteer leaders. Known as ‘hosted applications’, these services eliminate the
need for you to install any software, letting you work from virtually anywhere. Most importantly, they open the door to some exciting opportunities for everyone involved in your effort to collaborate on-line as a community. Volunteers can participate by seeing volunteer openings in real-time, checking their schedules, entering changes to their e-mail address, postal address, or phone numbers, updating their interest and availability profiles and more. Assignment level supervisors can join in by managing the volunteer schedules phone numbers, updating their interest and availability profiles and more.

Determining what technology is best for you involves some homework but the results can pay off. Make a list of the things you would like to accomplish. Talk to colleagues about what has worked for them. Look for free or low cost trial systems so you can try before you buy. With a good plan and the right tools today's technology can help you build and maintain a successful volunteer effort.

For further information on Volunteer Works database program, contact Susan and Dan Wagener at Red Ridge Software Co. sales@redridge.com or visit their website at www.redridge.com.

**PEER EXPERTS**

**Scenario:**

I know how important it is to keep records, but as with all things, time and money are the big issues in my work reality. Keeping up with technology is a challenge in my organization, and for me personally. But paper files take space, and that's at a premium too! I'm not even sure what, of all of the information one gathers about programs and volunteers, it is most important to keep. So in a nutshell, can you give me any tips about what to keep and how to store it?

**Response:**

Records management is probably among the lowest priority activities on our daily "to do" list. In this age of information overload, it is worth taking the time and effort to develop some policy and procedures around what is to be kept, for how long, and in what form. The daily requirements of doing business and current legislation make a certain amount of record keeping necessary. Canada has recently legislated the "Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents" Act (PIPEDA). This Act includes a "Code for the Protection of Personal Information", which contains 10 principles of fair information practices. Developed under the auspices of the Canadian Standards Association, these 10 principles form the ground rules for the collection, use and disclosure of personal information.

You mention that you are challenged by today's technology, but I gather that your employer does use a certain amount of technology for record keeping. There are a number of excellent web sites available, and I would refer you particularly to: www.axi.ca, Go to: Resources, then: Reports and Publications; there you will be able to find a document called "The PIPEDA Privacy Principles - A Guide for Associations and Non-Profit Organizations". This handy guide outlines the 10 Principles and includes detailed information about consent, disclosure and retention. For each of the 10 Principles, "Your Organization's Responsibilities" are outlined with guidelines on how to fulfill them. Best of all, though, are the "tips" and "appendices", easy checklists and ideas designed to streamline the record keeping process for the non profit sector while adhering to the legislation. A wealth of additional information about the Act, and record keeping can also be found at: http://www.acjnet.org/privacy.cfm

This will tell you "what to keep", but the decision about "how to keep it" must remain with you. As I said, it is important to develop Policy and Procedures around information retention. Your Board is there for you. Why don't you develop a draft records retention policy and propose it to them? Include an overview of stats you may have kept over the years; how many volunteers are active, how many have left, how frequent are the departures, do they tend to return, and how regular is the intake of new volunteers. Define the makeup of a volunteer file - what's in there? Make sure you are adhering to the PIPEDA Act. If you can keep the amount of information collected to a minimum, you will reduce the cost of collection, storage and archiving of data. This should impress the Board.

Propose a policy that you can live with…one that, for example, dictates the length of time hard files (manila folders) are kept on volunteers who resign versus volunteers who are dismissed versus volunteers who "melt away" without a word of goodbye! Your policy could indicate at which point only a soft copy (computer) record of the volunteer need be kept, what it will contain, and when (if ever) it will be deleted. The fields in your computer data base should be limited to those pieces of information that a) are legal to keep, b) can be used to generate a mailing list and c) are required for statistical sorting. Be aware that comments of a personal nature should not be kept on record (ex: "loser"), but there are ways of triggering your memory about incidents and episodes you feel that you might need to recall. (ex: see telephone reference form).

A final piece of advice that I would offer is a trick that I find invaluable: make a check list for yourself of the record keeping procedures that you follow at every step of the volunteer process. Follow it, and don't assume that you can process a volunteer without double-checking the list. Here's an excerpt from my list:

- Keep an overall activity report of what is going on at any given time.
- A "to do" list of volunteers who are active, when do they return, when do they resign, when do they drop out.
- A mailing list of all volunteers on a computer database.
- A "check list" for volunteers who drop out and when, their name, phone number, e-mail address.
- A "check list" of volunteers who resign.
- A "check list" of volunteers who "melt away" without a word.
- A "check list" of volunteers who can't be contacted.
- A "check list" of volunteers who can't be reached.
- A "check list" of volunteers who can't be located.
- A "check list" of volunteers who can't be found.
- A "check list" of volunteers who can't be reached.
- A "check list" of volunteers who can't be located.
- A "check list" of volunteers who can't be found.
- A "check list" of volunteers who can't be reached.
- A "check list" of volunteers who can't be located.
- A "check list" of volunteers who can't be found.
- A "check list" of volunteers who can't be reached.
- A "check list" of volunteers who can't be located.
- A "check list" of volunteers who can't be found.
Screening:
· Ensure applicant has selected an approved assignment.
· Enter applicant information in "waiting" section of database. (Fields are: name, address, 2-3 telephone numbers, e-mail address, gender, date applied, date started, date of birth, how they heard of the opportunity, supervisor, site, assignment, certificates achieved, end date, reason for leaving, comments).
· Review application: check D.O.Bs, verify letters of reference, and forward it to the Intelligence section for police records check.
· Send letter of "Confirmation of receipt" to applicant
· Copy and retain one copy of all.
· Review results of police records check. If the decision is made to proceed, cover letter and copy of application is sent to Sworn Officer (site supervisor if applicable) for character reference checks by telephone.
· Add to list of volunteers awaiting interviews.
· If the recommendation is not to proceed, notify the applicant.

Engagement:
· if the recommendation is to proceed, amend data base to reflect volunteer's "active" status;
· remove from list of volunteers awaiting interviews;
· assign volunteer number;
· notify site supervisor and volunteer of ID tag and fingerprinting procedure;
· notify building security of new tag issued;
· activate volunteer's email address if applicable;
· forward Quick Reference Guide (volunteer manual) to Volunteer;
· ensure supervisor orders Golf Shirt.

Recognition:
- Ensure recognition process is maintained database.

Departure:
· move from Active to Inactive section of database;
· remove from e-mail list;
· cancel ID tag. Notify building security;
· re-file hard file;
· if applicable, generate certificate and letter;
· forward Exit Interview questionnaire to former volunteer either electronically or by Canada Post with cover letter and retain response.

Response #2:
No matter how big or small your organization, or how many volunteers you have, record keeping is a key element to any successful volunteer department. Record keeping ties into planning, recruitment, interviewing, screening and evaluating your program. All of these elements require careful tracking of the volunteer management processes.

Current volunteer files and an organized system ensure that you know who is volunteering for your organization and supports long-term sustainability.

In the past few years, the topic of outcome measurement has come to the forefront in not-for profit management. While statistical program information has traditionally been the focus of our reporting, more and more, funders want to know how managers of volunteers are measuring the scope, value and impact of volunteers in organizations. Sustainability of a developed or developing volunteer department is another important reason to keep track of your actions. If a manager of volunteers were to hypothetically win the lottery tomorrow and leave the organization, could someone step into the organization and know where things stand? How many volunteers does the organization have? Which volunteers are active? When was the last time the volunteers were evaluated and appreciated? The 'lottery syndrome' highlights the element of sustainability where all employees of an organization are to be held accountable. As a manager of volunteers, it is our responsibility to uphold and sustain the work we are doing with our volunteers. It is also a way to position ourselves as leaders in our organizations. Volunteer department history places value on volunteers and on the position of manager of volunteers. Promoting leadership through the management of our departments is one way the manager of volunteers can become more involved in the strategic planning and success of a not-for-profit organization. Setting an example by keeping accurate records and discussing what records are kept, why and how, with other employees and volunteers will enhance the sustainability of the organization over a period of time and change.

Time and money are at a premium in every organization. There always seems to be some pressing matter we must get to, before we deal with keeping our files in order. We must either make the time in our day to record what we have decided is imperative to our operations or set aside time at the end of the week or month to file, enter information into our database or check references.

If you are already struggling with organizational and time management aspects of your job, you may wish to solicit the assistance of an administrative volunteer within your organization, or recruit a new volunteer after you have created an appropriate job description. Seasoned managers of volunteers will be able to use this opportunity to mentor a volunteer interested in either working for the organization or becoming a manager of volunteers. The biggest challenge in involving a volunteer to assist you with keeping your records will of course be

Diana Boudreault is the Coordinator of Volunteer Resources for the Ottawa Police Service. You can reach Diana at: BoudreaultD@ottawapolice.ca
finding the right personality who will pay attention to detail, have superior organizational skills and the desire to assist in moving the volunteer department forward.

If you choose to use the route of a volunteer to help you with your records, be sure to recruit strategically and plan which elements of record keeping you will assign. Keep privacy legislation and issues in mind. For example, it is not recommended to have a volunteer do your police records checks, reference checks or the collection of any information that may be deemed personal information. For more information on PIPEDA, please visit: http://www.privcom.gc.ca/legislation/02_06_01_01_e.asp

The risk management factor of the files kept with a manager of volunteers leads to the question of what records one should keep. The most common record kept is the initial application form, in which one can ask for:

- contact information;
- month and day of birth;
- occupation;
- volunteer opportunity for which the person is applying;
- emergency contact information;
- availability; and
- start date.

Remember, the volunteer has the option to decline providing any of the information. If something such as a birthday is requested and then declined, you may wish to share the reason you are requesting the information, such as recognition of volunteers through birthday cards. You do not need to know the year the volunteer was born.

Other information a manager of volunteers keeps include:

- a screening process checklist (designed by you, for your organization);
- interview notes, including outcomes;
- police records check;
- reference check notes;
- declarations and waivers, such as confidentiality or photo releases;
- volunteer commitment contracts;
- a signed job description;
- record of training and orientation completed;
- record of incidents or discipline;
- record of recognition received;
- time sheets;
- exit interviews; and
- end dates and reason for leaving.

Remember, the volunteer has the right to review what is his or her file. When taking any notes in any of the above processes, be sure that the notes are taken in a way that would be presentable to the viewer.

According to the Canadian Code for Volunteer Involvement's Organizational Standards checklist, all volunteer records "are kept for each volunteer using a confidential, secure system". It is preferred that the volunteer files be kept in the office or workstation of the manager of volunteers in a locked filing cabinet. You have the responsibility to protect the privacy of your volunteers.

Databases are a great tool for managing and retrieving volunteer information quickly. They are useful for mail merges, e-mail communications that need to be relayed quickly to volunteers, recognition and virtual volunteer opportunities and commitments. A manager of volunteers in the market for an organizational product will research the type of database software that may be necessary for the organization and its volunteers. Take into consideration the size of your volunteer department, what information you intend to keep electronically and the budget you have for technology and maintenance. A database is only as good as the information you put in it. Some options of volunteer database software to research include:

- Volunteer Works, www.redridge.com

If you have a smaller number of volunteers or a smaller budget, consider Excel, Access, or potentially using a custom-designed database. Database design is a fantastic volunteer opportunity, especially if you are in a larger city where people are looking for that type of volunteer experience for their resumes. Paper files provide us with a back up of our records; they are not to be entirely replaced by technology.

Every manager of volunteers will have their own unique ways of storing records. My biggest recommendation to those asking for tips is to be consistent with the records you've decided to keep on your volunteers. It is also recommended that you have policies on how you keep your records and for how long. The Freedom of Information and Protection Act (FOIP) in Alberta reminds us that we are not to be keeping personal information on people if we are not using that information. While you may be taking the steps to manage risk and successfully run your program, if you do not have your records in order, you have no sustainability or history of how far you've come. Well-kept records are like a clean house. If you start with an orderly house and maintain it on a regular basis, others that live in it and future occupants will respect its value and contribute to its order.

Dawn Lasby is the Manager of Volunteer Services at Volunteer Calgary, and has worked in the not-for-profit sector for over 10 years. Her e-mail address is dlasby@volunteercalgary.ab.ca
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